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Fast linear scaling second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory „MP2…
using local and density fitting approximations
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We apply density fitting approximations to generate the 2-electron integrals in local MP2~LMP2!
to produce a method denoted DF-LMP2. The method can equally be seen as a local version of the
well-known RI-MP2 method, which in this work is referred to as DF-MP2. Local approximations
reduce the asymptotic scaling of computational resources toO(N), and the most expensive step of
DF-MP2@theO(N5# assembly! is rendered negligible in DF-LMP2. It is demonstrated that for large
molecules DF-LMP2 is much faster~1–2 orders of magnitude! than either LMP2 or DF-MP2. The
availablility of LMP2, DF-MP2 and DF-LMP2 has for the first time made it possible to assess the
accuracy of local and density fitting approximations for extended molecules using cc-pVDZ and
cc-pVTZ basis sets. The density fitting errors are found to be consistently small, but the errors
arising from local approximations are somewhat larger than expected from calculations on smaller
systems. It is proposed to apply local density fitting approximations also for the Fock matrix
construction in Hartree-Fock calculations. Preliminary results demonstrate that this can lead to
significant savings in the Hartree-Fock calculation. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1564816#
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the last few years much progress has been m
in developing high-level local electron correlation metho
with low-order scaling of the computational cost as a fun
tion of molecular size. Based on the local correlation a
proach originally proposed by Pulay,1–4 linear scaling has
been achieved for local second-order Møller-Plesset pe
bation theory~LMP2!,5,6 local coupled-cluster with single
and double excitations~LCCSD!,7–9 and even for the loca
perturbative or iterative treatment of triple excitations10–12in
LCCSD~T! and related methods. Other recent variants
low-order scaling MP2 approaches are the Laplace-transf
MP2 method of Ayala and Scuseria,13 the AO-based LMP2
methods of Lee, Maslen, and Head-Gordon,14 a local MP2
implementation of Saebø and Pulay,15 and the pseudospectra
LMP2 methods of Friesneret al.16 and Carteret al.17 These
methods have extended the applicability of wave funct
based correlation methods to much larger systems,
LCCSD~T! calculations for molecules with more than 10
atoms are now feasible with basis sets of double-zeta
polarization quality.

However, larger basis sets, at least of triple-zeta qua
are usually needed to obtain sufficiently accurate results.
fortunately, the computational time as well as the disk-sp
requirement scale with the fourth power of the basis set
per atom. This is the same in conventional and local me

a!Electronic mail: werner@theochem.uni-stuttgart.de
8140021-9606/2003/118(18)/8149/12/$20.00
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ods, and currently the limiting factor in accurate calculatio
for larger systems. When the correlation-consistent cc-pVnZ
basis sets of Dunning18 are used, the basis set size increa
approximately as 2n, and thus an increase of the CPU tim
by typically one order of magnitude is expected when go
to the next larger basis set. Another difficulty is caused
the fact that the linear scaling regime is reached only
rather extended systems, and therefore the savings achi
by linear scaling methods are less for compact thr
dimensional molecules than for the extended systems, s
as one-dimensional alkane or peptide chains, which are c
monly used to demonstrate low-order scaling behavior.

Both in the LMP2 and LCCSD methods, the bottlene
in calculations with large basis sets is the calculation of
4-index 2-electron integrals and their transformation fro
the atomic orbital~AO! into the local orbital basis. This is
also the case for the Laplace-transform linear scaling M
method of Ayala and Scuseria.13 It is mainly the integral
evaluation and transformation which causes theNAO

4 depen-
dence of the computational cost with basis set size. An a
native to the exact calculation of the 2-electron integrals a
their subsequent transformation into the MO basis is th
approximation by density fitting methods.19–24 In this case
the one-electron charge densities in the 2-electron integ
which are binary products of orbitals, are approximated
linear expansions in an auxiliary basis set. This leads to
approximation of the 4-index 2-electron integrals in terms
2- and 3-index 2-electron integrals. It should be mention
that a different approach in a similar spirit is the pseudosp
9 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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8150 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 118, No. 18, 8 May 2003 Werner, Manby, and Knowles
tral approximation of the integrals.16,17This method does no
use basis functions but a grid as an auxiliary basis.

Density fitting has a long history inab initio correlation
methods,19,21,25but is usually cited in terms of its early use
in the Coulomb problem in Hartree-Fock-Slater and Koh
Sham theory.20,22,23 By now, density fitting is a well estab
lished approach, and it has been used for Coulomb fittin
DFT and Hartree-Fock~HF!,26,27 for exchange fitting in
HF,28 as well as for approximating the 2-electron integrals
MP229 and CCSD~T!.30 The accuracy of the method has be
carefully investigated, and it has been shown that with s
able fitting basis sets the errors are much smaller than o
typical errors in the calculations, as for instance basis
errors.31 Optimized fitting basis sets are available f
Coulomb32 and exchange28 fitting, as well as for MP2.31,33

Density fitting was first applied to MP2 by Feyereis
et al.,26,29 and subsequently implemented by seve
authors;34–38for a review see Ref. 39. Nowadays this meth
is widely used and known as RI-MP2. Density fitting mat
ematically resembles a resolution of the identity~RI! in the
specific case where the fitting criterion and target integ
type coincide. However, RIs in quantum mechanics usu
involve a summation over states and an implied overlap m
ric, neither of which appear in density fitting. Furthermo
RIs do not offer a framework in which to discuss fittin
criteria, constraints or robust fitting. The method is bet
thought of in terms of minimizing the Coulomb energy of
fitting residual, as first described by Whitten21 and intro-
duced in density functional theory by Dunlapet al.22,23 In
this work we therefore use the term DF-MP2 as a synon
for RI-MP2, and hope that other authors will accept this
the standard name.

The advantages of density fitting methods are twofo
first, the NAO

4 dependence of the computational cost is
duced toNAO

3 , which makes the method particularly usef
for calculations with larger basis sets. Second, the 3-in
integrals are much faster to transform than the 4-index in
grals, and therefore the method has a low prefactor for
dium sized molecules. However, in DF-MP2 the scaling
the cost with molecular size is stillO(N5), as in normal
MP2. In fact, in DF-MP2 theO(N5) scaling cannot be re
duced by screening techniques, while in integral-direct M
a scaling of aboutO(N3) can be achieved in practice.40

Thus, the range of applicability of the DF-MP2 method
limited to small and medium sized molecules.

In the present work we will demonstrate that theO(N5)
bottleneck in DF-MP2 can be removed by introducing lo
approximations. These approximations involve the use of
dividual excitation subspaces~domains! for each electron
pair, and the use of multipole expansions for generating
transformed 2-electron integrals for distant pairs.41 In this
way, theO(N5) scaling can be reduced toO(N2) without
any further screening. By introducing different fitting bas
for each electron pair, the scaling can be further reduce
O(N). For large molecules, this leads to a dramatic red
tion of CPU-time, in particular when accurate basis sets
used.

In Sec. II we will outline the method. In Sec. III we wil
demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency of the method f
Downloaded 10 Apr 2013 to 150.203.35.130. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract.
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number of test cases. In Sec. IV we demonstrate that lo
density fitting can also be used to reduce the cost of
calculations. Finally, in Sec. V we will discuss further po
sible improvements as well as the an extension of local d
sity fitting to higher-level methods as LCCSD~T!.

II. THEORY

In the following section we briefly summarize the co
ventional DF-MP2 method using a canonical orbital bas
and discuss the scaling behavior of the individual compu
tional steps with molecular size. This will be needed for t
further discussion of the local method later on.

A. Canonical DF-MP2

In MP2 theory, 2-electron integralsKab
i j 5(aiub j) over

two occupied orbitalsf i , f j and two virtual orbitalsfa , fb

are needed, and are defined as the electrostatic repulsio
tween two orbital-product densities,

Kab
i j 5E dr1E dr2

rai~r1!rb j~r2!

r 12
. ~1!

Here and in the following we assume that the orbitals
real. In the DF-MP2 method the one-electron densit
rai(r1)5fa(r1)f i(r1) are approximated as

r̄ai~r !5(
A

Nfit

dA
aixA~r !, ~2!

where xA(r ) are fitting basis functions~e.g., atom-centred
Gaussian-type orbitals, GTOs!. The expansion coefficient
dA

ai can be obtained by minimizing the positive defini
functional21–23

Dai5E dr1E dr2

@rai~r1!2 r̄ai~r1!#@rai~r2!2 r̄ai~r2!#

r 12
.

~3!

This leads to

dB
ai5(

A
~aiuA!@J21#AB , ~4!

K̄ab
i j 5(

B
dB

ai~Bub j !5(
AB

~aiuA!@J21#AB~Bub j !, ~5!

where

JAB5E dr1E dr2

xA~r1!xB~r2!

r 12
, ~6!

~aiuA!5E dr1E dr2

fa~r1!f i~r1!xA~r2!

r 12
. ~7!

As shown by Dunlapet al.22,23 this form of fitting, which
uses the weight operator 1/r 12, minimizes the least square
error of the electric field. Other possibilities, such as mi
mizing the error in the density using the weight opera
d(r 12), have also been proposed,20 but have been found to b
less accurate.26 It has not been established whether the id
of minimizing the error in the Coulomb potentials by usin
the weight2r 12 ~Ref. 42! offers any advantage.
 Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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8151J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 118, No. 18, 8 May 2003 Linear scaling MP2
If the MOs are expanded in a basis of GTOs$xm%, the
3-index integrals in the MO basis are obtained by a two-s
transformation of the 3-index integrals (mnuA) in the AO
basis

~m i uA!5(
n

Cn i~mnuA!, ~8!

~aiuA!5(
m

Cma~m i uA!. ~9!

According to the Gaussian product theorem, the size of
integral (mnuA) decreases exponentially with the square
the distance between the basis functionsxm and xn , and
therefore the number of non-negligible integrals scales
ymptotically asO(N 2), whereN is a measure of the mo
lecular size. The number of occupied~correlated! orbitals,
Nocc is proportional to the molecular size, and thus the fi
transformation step in Eq.~8! scales asO(N 3). Since the
canonical MOs are usually delocalized over the whole m
ecule, the half transformed integrals (m i uA), are not sparse
and therefore the second half transformation scales
O(N 4). The next step is the solution of the linear equatio
in ~4!. SinceJ21 cannot be expected to be sparse, this a
scales asO(N 4). Finally, the integral assembly step in E
~5! requiresNocc(Nocc11)NfitNvirt

2 floating point operations
and thus scales asO(N 5). In practice, this step by far domi
nates the total computational cost in calculations for la
molecules. Due to the delocalized character of the canon
MOs, no sparsity can be exploited to reduce the cost. On
other hand, all the four steps described above require sim
matrix multiplications, and can be performed very efficien
on modern computers. This leads to a low prefactor for
algorithm, and despite theO(N 5) scaling quite large mol-
ecules~about 40 nonhydrogen atoms! can be handled.28

B. Local density fitting MP2 „DF-LMP2…

In the LMP2 method the occupied space is spanned
localized molecular orbitals~LMOs!, which can be obtained
from the canonical orbitals by standard localization pro
dures as proposed by Boys43 or Pipek and Mezey.44 The
virtual space is spanned by a basis of nonorthogonal
jected atomic orbitals~PAOs!, which are obtained from the
AO basis functions by projecting out the occupied orbi
space.1 In the following, PAOs will be labeledr ,s. Since
these functions are inherently local, one can introduce
approximations: First, excitations from a pair of occupi
LMOs can be restricted to subsets of PAOs that are spat
close to the two LMOs. The number of functionsN[ i j ] in
each of these subsets~pair domains! is independent of the
molecular size, and the number of excitations for each e
tron pair reduces fromNvirt

2 to N[ i j ]
2 . Second, the integral

(ri us j) for distant orbitalsi and j can be approximated b
multipole expansions41 or neglected. The remaining numb
of nondistant orbital pairs (i j ), and therefore the total num
ber of excitations, scales linearly with molecular size. Sin
in LMP2 there is a one-to-one correspondence between
number of excitations and integrals, it is obvious that
number of integrals (ri us j) to be calculated also scales lin
Downloaded 10 Apr 2013 to 150.203.35.130. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract.
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early. Here the range ofr ,s is restricted to the pair domain
@ i j #. For further details we refer the reader to previo
work.5,7,8

These approximations have a profound effect on the l
most expensive computational step in DF-MP2: since
number of pairs (i j ) scales linearly, and the number ofr ,s is
independent of the molecular size, the computational ef
for the assembly step@Eq. ~5!# is dramatically reduced from
O(N 5) in the canonical case to justO(N 2). Moreover, since
the PAOsr must be within a finite range of the LMOsi and
j , one requires only those transformed 3-index integr
(ri uA) with r in the united pair domainof the associated
orbital i . This domain comprises all PAOs that belong to a
pair domain@ i j # in which orbital i occurs. For large mol-
ecules, the size of the united pair domains also become
dependent of the molecular size, and therefore the numbe
integrals (ri uA) scales only asO(N 2). This reduces the
computational effort for solving the linear equations~4! from
O(N 4) to O(N 3). Finally, since the occupied orbitalsi are
now local, the number of half transformed integrals (m i uA)
scales only asO(N 2). Using prescreening techniques, th
first and second half transformations@Eqs. ~8! and ~9!#
should then scale only asO(N 2). Thus, without further ap-
proximations in the fitting basis, the bottleneck for large m
ecules will be to perform the matrix multiplications in Eq
~4!. The inversion of the matrixJ scales also withO(N 3),
but this has a much lower prefactor.

As will be shown in the following, linear scaling can b
achieved by using domains also for the fitting basis. In
present work we have implemented and tested two differ
approximations, which both lead to linear scaling for the
steps of the calculation.

In the first case, a different fitting basis is used for ea
electron pair, and the linear equations are solved for e
pair individually. The fitting basis for a given pair comprise
all fitting functions at the atoms belonging to the pair d
main, and in addition includes the functions at all atom
within a given distanceRd from any atom in the pair domain
For large molecules, the size of these pair fitting basis s
@ i j #fit is independent of the molecular size, and therefore
computational effort scales linearly, provided the number
electron pairs scales linearly~i.e., distant pairs are neglecte
or treated by multipole expansions!. For a given orbitali , the
integrals (ri uA) are needed only for theorbital fit domain
@ i #fit , which is the union of all pair fit domains@ i j #fit con-
taining i . This can be exploited in the transformation, ski
ping all fitting functionsA that are not needed for orbitali .
For a given LMO i , the number of PAOsr and of fitting
functionsA is asymptotically independent of molecular siz
and linear scaling is achieved for both CPU time and d
space. The prefactor and thus the total cost of this met
depends on the size of the fitting domains. As will be sho
in Sec. III, the errors are small ifRd is chosen to be 3–5
bohr, and, despite the fact that very many systems of lin
equations have to be solved, the method is competitive
large molecules.

In the second case the fit is not performed for each p
individually, but only once for each orbitali , using the or-
bital fit domains@ i #fit as a fitting basis. As discussed abov
 Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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the size of@ i #fit is asymptotically independent of the molec
lar size, and therefore linear scaling is achieved for both
linear equations and integral assembly. The number of se
linear equations to be solved is typically 15 times sma
than in the first method, but the number of fitting functions
the orbital fit domains, as well as the number of PAOsr , is
larger, causing a higher cost for solving each set of eq
tions. Since the second method includes more function
the fit for each pair than the first, it is more accurate. In fa
it turns out that it is sufficient in this case to use the pair
domains without extensions (Rd50 bohr).

In order to achieve linear scaling for the integral tran
formation, a further fitting domain has to be used: since
the integral assembly step@Eq. ~5!# the orbital fit domainA
P@ i #fit is used to multiplydri

A with the integrals (s juA), the
latter integrals for a fixedj must be available forA belong-
ing to the union of all@ i #fit of orbitalsi forming pairs withj .
These domains are denotedunited orbital fit domains@ j #fit

u .
They are larger than the orbital fit domains@ j #fit , but their
size is asymptotically still independent of the molecular si
We found that in large cases the computational effort for
second method is comparable to the first method forRd

53 bohr, but is more accurate. In Sec. III we will demo
strate the accuracy and efficiency of these approximation

The final problem is to achieve linear scaling also for t
evaluation of the 3-index integrals (mnuA). As already
pointed out, the total number of significant integrals sca
quadratically. Since the number of AOsm contributing to an
LMO i is asymptotically independent of the molecular siz
the first transformation step~8! scales quadratically if al
fitting functionsA are used for eachi . The same holds for
the number of half-transformed integrals (m i uA). However,
as we have shown above, for eachi only a constant numbe
of A is needed. This can be exploited by first estimating
magnitude of the integral (mnuA) by the Schwarz inequality

~mnuA!<~mnumn!1/2~AuA!1/2. ~10!

On the basis of this value it is checked which orbitalsi will
contribute to the transformation. For the list of survivin
orbitals i ~independent of the molecular size!, a lookup table
is used to test ifA is needed. If not, the integral and th
transformation is skipped. This makes it possible to achi
linear scaling also in the integral evaluation. For the sake
efficiency, the screening is performed using blocks of in
grals, as described in the next section.

C. Technical aspects

As pointed out above, it should be possible to reduce
scaling of the transformation steps in Eqs.~8! and ~9! using
prescreening techniques. The problem here is that with
prescreening the matrix multiplications are very efficie
and screening of individual integrals would very much
duce the number of floating point operations per sec
~FLOPS! and thus strongly increase the prefactor. In orde
keep the matrix multiplications, we have decided to split
integrals (mnuA) for each fixed fitting indexA into blocks of
AOs m, n. Typically, one block comprises all AOs at on
atom. For very large basis sets these blocks may be fur
Downloaded 10 Apr 2013 to 150.203.35.130. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract.
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split. On the other hand, the AOs at neighboring atoms
be merged into one block if otherwise the blocks were
small. This often happens for the AOs at hydrogen ato
which are then merged with the functions at the heavy at
to which the H is attached. For each AO basis block,
LMOs are sorted according to decreasing maximum abso
coefficients, and the maximum coefficients as well as
permutation list is stored in memory. Second, the integr
(mnuA) are evaluated block by block, and for each block t
largest element is also stored~for fixed A!. In the first half
transformation@Eq. ~8!# only those LMOs are included fo
which the product of the largest coefficient in the block a
the largest integral is larger than a thresholdTHRPROD. Typi-
cally, this threshold is chosen to be 1027. Of course, pre-
screening is also used in the integral evaluation, in orde
avoid the calculation of small integrals whenm andn are far
apart. This is controlled by a second thresholdTHRAO.

The nonzero half-transformed integrals are written
disk for blocks of fitting functions. A bucket sort is used
resort the integrals such that the fitting indexA becomes the
fastest and the orbital indexi the slowest in the second ha
transformation. In the second half transformation only t
nonzero blocks of half-transformed integrals are furth
transformed. The final integrals (ir uA) are accumulated for
all r belonging to the united pair domain of orbitali ~see
previous section!. The transformed integrals are written
disk for batches of orbitalsi ~unless all transformed integral
fit into the memory!. The final fitting and assembly stag
@Eq. ~4! and Eq.~5!# is then driven by the orbital batches. I
practice we found that the algorithm is CPU-bound and
is not a bottleneck.

III. TEST APPLICATIONS

In this section we demonstrate the accuracy and e
ciency of the DF-LMP2 method, which has been imp
mented as part of theMOLPRO suite ofab initio programs.45

Tables I and II show for a number of molecules t
errors introduced by the local and fitting approximations,
spectively, using the cc-pVTZ basis set18 and the correspond
ing fitting basis optimized by Weigendet al.31 In these cal-
culations the full fitting basis has been used for all pairs. T
orbitals were localized using the Pipek-Mezey procedur44

The excitation domains were determined using the autom
procedure of Boughton and Pulay46 and a completeness cr
terion of 0.985~corresponding of a least squares residual
0.015, as defined in Ref. 46!. The average error of the loca
approximation~in this case only the use of domains, sin
for molecules of this size there are no distant pairs! amounts
to 1% relative to the nonlocal correlation energy for the sa
basis, while the fitting errors are typically two orders of ma
nitude smaller, and therefore negligible. Somewhat surp
ingly, the error of the local approximation is largest for a
phatic molecules like pentane~error 1.5%!, in which the
orbitals can be well localized. Interestingly, the fitting erro
are also largest for these cases. The reason for this beh
is still unclear. Possibly, this is due to the elimination of ba
set superposition errors~BSSE! in the local calculations~see
below!. Table II also shows that the fitting errors are cons
 Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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TABLE I. Comparison of conventional and local MP2 correlation energies. For each local method the second column contains the percentage of thecal
correlation energy.

Molecule MP2a

LMP2

Standard Rext
s 53 bohr Rext53 bohr

water 20.261 836 20.260 358 99.44 20.261 836 100.00 20.261 836 100.00
formaldehyde 20.395 047 20.393 345 99.57 20.395 011 99.99 20.395 015 99.99
methylamine 20.404 625 20.400 147 98.89 20.403 952 99.83 20.404 380 99.94
hydrazine 20.442 778 20.438 684 99.08 20.442 172 99.86 20.442 590 99.96
propane 20.543 975 20.536 553 98.64 20.542 359 99.70 20.543 226 99.86
oxirane 20.575 545 20.570 608 99.14 20.575 141 99.93 20.575 364 99.97
dimethylether 20.598 373 20.592 191 98.97 20.597 098 99.79 20.597 845 99.91
ethanol 20.601 787 20.594 691 98.82 20.600 128 99.72 20.601 123 99.89
butadiene 20.649 923 20.642 571 98.87 20.648 916 99.85 20.649 291 99.90
isobutene 20.685 241 20.675 624 98.60 20.682 955 99.67 20.684 095 99.83
thiophene 20.812 760 20.804 784 99.02 20.811 501 99.85 20.812 032 99.91
furan 20.869 014 20.860 975 99.07 20.867 673 99.85 20.868 269 99.91
imidazole 20.881 400 20.872 479 98.99 20.879 789 99.82 20.880 571 99.91
pentane 20.892 456 20.878 700 98.46 20.888 488 99.56 20.890 658 99.80
benzene 20.949 757 20.938 641 98.83 20.947 850 99.80 20.948 551 99.87
hexatriene 20.966 507 20.954 822 98.79 20.964 459 99.79 20.965 281 99.87
glycine 21.014 178 21.004 380 99.03 21.011 357 99.72 21.012 976 99.88
benzenethiol 21.124 330 21.110 172 98.74 21.121 546 99.75 21.122 694 99.85
alanine 21.186 356 21.172 645 98.84 21.182 033 99.64 21.184 462 99.84
oxalic acid 21.241 657 21.232 669 99.28 21.239 405 99.82 21.240 494 99.91
benzoquinone 21.372 438 21.360 151 99.10 21.370 023 99.82 21.370 977 99.89
maleic acid 21.555 492 21.540 893 99.06 21.551 796 99.76 21.553 168 99.85

average 98.96 99.80 99.90

aBasis cc-pVTZ~see text!. The geometries have been optimized at the B3LYP/cc-pVTZ~d/p! level.
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tently smaller in the local than in the nonlocal calculations
the standard domains are used. If the domain sizes are
tended~see below!, the fitting errors approach the nonloc
ones.

TABLE II. Fitting errors of DF-MP2 and DF-LMP2 calculations.a

Molecule DF-MP2b DF-LMP2 DF-LMP2c DF-LMP2d

water 26 17 26 26
formaldehyde 28 22 28 28
methylamine 67 50 67 65
hydrazine 70 53 70 68
propane 93 69 93 89
oxirane 44 29 43 42
dimethylether 66 50 67 64
ethanol 77 58 79 74
butadiene 102 72 98 96
isobutene 112 82 112 106
thiophene 100 67 96 93
furan 79 51 77 73
imidazole 98 70 96 91
pentane 152 114 153 145
benzene 128 86 122 118
hexatriene 148 103 142 138
glycine 91 65 92 86
benzenethiol 153 104 146 140
alanine 119 89 123 114
oxalic acid 54 34 54 49
benzoquinone 154 108 148 144
maleic acid 107 71 105 97

aBasis and geometries as in Table I.
bEnergy differences relative to the corresponding calculations without d
sity fitting in microhartree.

cExtended domains for strong pairs,Rext
s 53 bohr, see text.

dExtended domains for all pairs,Rext53 bohr, see text.
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Previous work has shown that the local approximat
hardly affects properties like equilibrium structures47 or har-
monic frequencies.48 However, due to the somewhat diffe
ent size of the absolute errors in different molecules, ene
differences as reaction enthalpies can be more strongly
fected. Despite the fact that basis set errors are certa
much larger than the local errors~the cc-pVTZ basis ac-
counts for only about 85% of the valence-shell correlat
energy!, it might be desirable to reduce the local errors a
to obtain results more consistent with conventional calcu
tions. This can be achieved by extending the domains
simple possibility is to include all PAOs into an orbital do
main which are associated with atoms within a certain rad
of any atom in the original domains. In the present work
have used a radius of 3 bohr~3.5 bohr for molecules con
taining second-row atoms!. This value is somewhat large
than the longest bond distances, and therefore the dom
are extended by the PAOs at the atoms which are dire
attached to the ones in the original domains. The result
calculations with such extended domains are also show
Tables I and II. Two different cases have been tested: In
first case, only the domains of thestrong pairsare extended
(Rext

s 53 bohr). Here, strong pairs are those in which t
~nonextended! domains of the two LMOs share at least th
PAOs at one atom. These pairs typically account for 90%
95% of the valence correlation energy. The domain extens
reduces the average error of the local approximation to 0
~largest error 0.4% for pentane!. In the second case (Rext

53 bohr) the domains ofall pairs are extended. This furthe
reduces the average error to 0.1%. The comparison of

n-
 Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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two cases is of interest since the domain sizes affect
integral transformation times and in particular the CPU ti
for solving the linear LMP2 equations. Calculations in whi
only the domains of the strong pairs are extended are sig
cantly cheaper, and therefore this appears to be a cost e
tive choice. A relative error of 0.2% of the correlation ener
appears acceptable since it is very much smaller than typ
errors due to the basis set~about 15% for cc-pVTZ! or in-
trinsic errors of the MP2 approximation.

In order to demonstrate the efficiency of the DF-LMP
method we have arbitrarily chosen two larger molecul
namely pregnanediol (C21H36O2) and indinavir
(C36H47N5O4), shown in Fig. 1. The structure of preg
nanediol has been optimized at the B3LYP/cc-pVDZ lev
and that of indinavir at the B3LYP/6-31G** level. Preg-
nanediol has no double bonds and it is therefore expe
that the orbitals can be well localized. On the other ha
indinavir contains some benzene rings, and is therefore
well localizable. In all calculations the prescreening thre
olds THRAO and THRPROD were chosen to be 1027. It has
been checked that this leads to energies within a micro
tree of the values obtained with tighter thresholds of 1029.
The same thresholds were used in the LMP2 algorithm5 and
in the non-local DF-MP2 calculations. As usual, a comple
ness criterion of 0.98 was used in the Boughton-Pu
procedure46 for selecting the domains for the cc-pVDZ bas
and 0.985 for the cc-pVTZ basis. These thresholds lead
almost identical domains for both basis sets. In all calcu
tions distant pairs have been treated by multip
expansions,41 using a distance criterionRdist58 bohr. Very
distant pairs (Rvdist515 bohr) have been neglected.

In Table III the CPU times to generate the integralsKrs
i j

are compared for LMP2, DF-MP2, and DF-LMP2 calcu

FIG. 1. Structures of pregnanediol and indinavir.
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tions for pregnanediol (C21H36O2) using cc-pVDZ and cc-
pVTZ basis sets. We first consider the CPU times for gen
ating the transformed integralsKrs

i j . For a molecule of this
medium size~59 atoms, including 36 hydrogens! the conven-
tional DF-MP2 calculation is still 5.5 times faster than th
local direct integral transformation as described in Ref.
The time is further reduced by a factor of 3–4 in the D
LMP2 case. This is mainly due to dramatic savings in t
assembly step@Eq. ~5!#, for which the CPU time is reduced
by a factor of 150 from 1.5 hours~DF-MP2/cc-pVTZ! to 36
seconds~DF-LMP2/cc-pVTZ!. Also the transformation of
the 3-index integrals@Eqs. ~8! and ~9!# and the fitting@Eq.
~4!# becomes faster, due to the better screening and the
duced number of transformed integrals in the local case. F
thermore, Table III demonstrates the increasing savings w
increasing basis size: while the cost of the LMP2 calculat
increases by about a factor of 14 when going from cc-pV
to cc-pVTZ, the cost of the DF-LMP2 calculations increas
only by a factor of 7. This increase is smaller than for t
nonlocal DF-MP2~10!. All these factors are smaller than th
theoretical ones~32.0 and 13.5 forN4 and N3 scaling, re-
spectively!, which is partly due to the increased efficiency
the matrix multiplications with larger matrix sizes and par
to the fact that the size of the fitting basis sets increa
somewhat more slowly than that of the orbital basis sets

Table III also shows the total times for DF-MP2, DF
LMP2, and LMP2 calculations. The DF-LMP2 time relativ
to that of DF-MP2 is somewhat less favourable than for
integral generation alone, since in the LMP2 case the lin
LMP2 equations have to be solved. This time is sensitive
the domain sizes, and significantly increases if the doma
are extended. In addition, some time is needed for the g
eration of the transformation matrices to the pseu
canonical basis for each pair, as needed for the update o
amplitudes7 in the iterative scheme. This requires the diag
nalization of a Fock matrix block for each pair and depen
also on the domain sizes. Nevertheless, the total times

TABLE III. Analysis of CPU-timesa for pregnanediol.

LMP2 DF-MP2 DF-LMP2b DF-LMP2b,c

cc-pVDZ:
Integrals 1256 111 111 111
Transformation 2893 110 89 90
Solve 0 61 49 50
Assemble 0 465 7 10
Total Krs

i j 4150 749 259 261
Iteration 133 0 132 174
Total MP2 4313 749 422 494

cc-pVTZ:
Integrals 15 312 704 711 702
Transformation 42 886 895 660 665
Solve 0 441 301 301
Assemble 0 5399 36 54
Total Krs

i j 58 197 7440 1710 1724
Iteration 1009 0 1021 1290
Total MP2 59 414 7447 2941 3413

aIn seconds for Pentium4/2 GHz.
bFull fitting basis used for all pairs.
cExtended domains for strong pairs,Rext

s 53 bohr.
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still a factor of 2–3 smaller than for DF-MP2, and is le
than one hour on a low-cost PC for the cc-pVTZ basis s

A second, larger, example is shown in Table IV for t
indinavir molecule. The general pattern is similar to the p
vious case, but the savings become more pronounced. In
case the DF-MP2 is more expensive than the LMP2. T
DF-LMP2 is six times faster than the LMP2 for the cc-pVD
basis, and more than ten times faster for the cc-pVTZ ba
The savings are even larger relative to the DF-MP2. Agai
dramatic reduction of time is seen in the assembly step.
the cc-pVTZ basis the time is reduced from 23 hours to
seconds, i.e., by a factor of 2175. The smallest savings
achieved in the integral evaluation, and apart from the ite
tive solution of the LMP2 equations this dominates the co
putational effort. The CPU time of 2.3 hours for the D
LMP2/cc-pVTZ calculation can be compared to the effort
the preceding the HF calculation. Using the orbitals of
cc-pVDZ calculation as a starting guess and an integ
threshold of 10211, this took about 40 hours~9 iterations!
using two Athlon 1.2 GHz processors in parallel~the single
processor speed is about 1.5 times lower than of the w
station used for the DF-LMP2 calculations!. Thus, the DF-
LMP2 calculation takes only about 4% of the HF CPU tim

TABLE IV. Analysis of CPU-timesa for indinavir.

LMP2 DF-MP2 DF-LMP2b DF-LMP2b,c

cc-pVDZ:
Integrals 2869 588 537 540
Transformation 4199 550 129 127
Solve 0 497 84 84
Assemble 0 7314 7 9
Total Krs

i j 7068 8982 763 768
Iteration 478 0 479 690
Total MP2 7587 8974 1287 1509

cc-pVTZ:
Integrals 25 540 2992 2816 2816
Transformation 56 620 4795 970 972
Solve 0 3364 362 362
Assemble 0 82 663 38 57
Total Krs

i j 82 160 93 900 4208 4220
Iteration 3772 0 3775 6666
Total MP2 86 177 93 914 8247 11 221

aIn seconds for HP ZX6000 Itanium2/900 MHz.
bUsing linear scaling algorithm.
cUsing extended domains for strong pairs,Rext

s 53 bohr.
Downloaded 10 Apr 2013 to 150.203.35.130. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract.
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and can be considered as just a short post-processing
the HF calculation has been completed. Even though it m
be possible to improve the efficiency of our HF program
extended systems, it is unlikely that the times would be
duced to the extent that DF-LMP2 would become the do
nant computational step. The long HF times have preven
us from presenting even larger calculations, either with b
ger basis sets or for even larger molecules, in this pape
remedy of this problem could be to apply density fitting a
proximations also in the Hartree-Fock calculation. Work
this direction is in progress, and will be briefly discussed
the next section.

The correlation energies computed for pregnanediol
indinavir are summarized in Table V. In both cases the
pVDZ basis recovers about 82% of the DF-MP2 correlat
energy obtained with the cc-pVTZ basis. By comparing t
DF-MP2 and DF-LMP2 results it is for the first time possib
to assess the accuracy of the local approximations for r
tively large molecules. Unexpectedly, it is found that t
relative errors are significantly bigger than for the set of t
molecules shown in Table I. Particularly large errors a
found for pregnanediol, a well localizable molecule witho
double bonds. With the cc-pVDZ basis, only 96.2% of t
nonlocal correlation energy are recovered. With the lar
cc-pVTZ basis, 97.8% are obtained, still 1.2% less than
average value in Table I. The errors are reduced by abo
factor of 2 when the domains of the strong pairs are
creased by a radiusRext

s 53 bohr, but for pregnanediol the
remaining error is still 1.1%, much larger than the avera
error of 0.2% in Table I. In view of the large effect of th
basis set on the relative errors it is likely that a significa
fraction of the difference between local and nonlocal cor
lation energies is due to basis set superposition effects, w
are minimized in the local case.7,49–51Possibly, these effects
are larger in saturated molecules in which the carbon ato
have a tetrahedral three-dimensional environment than
molecules with conjugated bonds, which contain more pla
subunits. We have tested that neither the localization nor
distant pair approximations have a significant effect~Boys
localization yields about 0.1% more correlation energy
pregnanediol than the Pipek-Mezey localization used for
calculations in this paper!. A further systematic investigation
of these effects is under way but beyond the scope of
present work.

By comparing the LMP2 and DF-LMP2 results it is als
TABLE V. Errors of local approximation for pregnanediol and indinavir as a function of the domain sizes.a

Rext
s

cc-pVDZ cc-pVTZ

Ecorr DEcorr % Ecorr DEcorr %

Pregnandiole:
DF-LMP2 0 23.238 440 0.128 618 3.82 24.020 395 0.089 232 2.17
DF-LMP2 3 23.305 368 0.061 690 1.84 24.064 465 0.045 161 1.10
DF-MP2 23.367 058 0.000 000 0.00 24.109 627 0.000 000 0.00

Indinavir:
DF-LMP2 0 26.244 577 0.187 209 2.91 27.731 696 0.139 197 1.77
DF-LMP2 3 26.354 340 0.077 446 1.20 27.809 763 0.061 130 0.78
DF-MP2 26.431 786 0.000 000 0.00 27.870 893 0.000 000 0.00

aRext
s : Distance criterion for domain extensions in bohr.
 Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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possible to determine the fitting errors for large molecule
Table VI summarizes some results for indinavir. Aga

somewhat unexpectedly, the fitting errors are larger with
cc-pVTZ basis than with the cc-pVDZ basis, but in bo
cases the error is below a millihartree and entirely negligi
compared to the local or basis set errors.~Note that the dif-
ference of the correlation energies for the cc-pVDZ and
pVTZ bases amounts to 1.44 hartree, which is more t
1700 times as large as the fitting error!. In the table the errors
obtained with different approximations for the fitting bas
are also compared. While the error introduced by orbita
domains is sub-microhartree, somewhat larger fitting err
result if individual fit domains are used for each pair. In vie
of the fact that the use of pair fitting domains does not lead
additional savings we conclude that using orbital fit doma
is most cost effective.

In order to demonstrate the scaling of the DF-LMP
method as a function of the molecular size we have used
same linear polyglycine chains (Gly)n as in our previous
work.5,9 In these very extended one-dimensional model s
tems screening of the 2-electron integrals is most effect
and they therefore represent an optimum case for the lin
scaling LMP2 method of Ref. 5. Despite the fact that the
model systems are quite unrealistic, they are useful for t
ing the asymptotic scaling of local methods. The upper pa
of Fig. 2 shows the timings of the individual steps of t
density fitting calculation as a function of the chain lengthn,
up to n520. The cc-pVDZ basis set has been used. I
found that linear scaling is achieved very early for the tra
formation, fitting, and assembly steps. The scaling of
fitting and assembly steps depends solely on the local
proximations~treatment of distant pairs by multipole expa
sions, use of domains for the excitation and fitting spac!,
and not on any integral screening. Therefore, the scaling
havior is expected to be rather insensitive to the molec
structure and the basis set. The integral evaluation and
transformation steps depend on integral screening. As se
the figure, the integration time strongly dominates the to
time, and linear scaling is achieved later than for the ot
steps. This is due to the fact that the united orbital fitti
domains reach their maximum sizes later than the pair

TABLE VI. Effect of local approximations in the fitting basis on CPU-time
and energies for indinavir.

Fitting basis Rd /bohr CPU-timea Errorb

cc-pVDZ:
Local pair 3 732 686
Local pair 5 971 519
United pair 0 763 480
Full 0 1024 480

cc-pVTZ:
Local pair 3 3878 1010
Local pair 5 4902 862
United pair 0 4208 832
Full 0 5853 832

aTime in seconds for integralsKrs
i j ~HP ZX6000 Itanium2/900 MHz!.

bErrors in microhartree relative to LMP2 (Rs50 bohr); Ecorr
LMP2(cc-pVDZ)

526.245 057 hartree;Ecorr
LMP2(cc-pVTZ)527.732 528 hartree.
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mains themselves~see Fig. 3!. Furthermore, the integral es
timates obtained by the Schwarz inequality@Eq. ~10!# are not
very accurate and in general much larger than the exac
tegrals. We found that a threshold of 1024 can be used in the
screening procedure without affecting the accuracy by m
than a microhartree~this also holds for pregnanediol an
indinavir, both for the cc-pVDZ and cc-pVTZ basis sets!.
Possibly, some further improvement of the efficiency cou
be achieved if better integral estimates were available.

In the lower panel of Fig. 2 the total times of LMP2
DF-MP2, and DF-LMP2 calculations are compared as
function of the chain lengthn. In the LMP2 and DF-LMP2
cases these times include the generation of the pair dom
and the solution of the linear LMP2 equations, as well as
other overheads. Due to theO(N 5) scaling the DF-MP2
becomes very expensive forn.8. For the DF-LMP2 three
cases are compared:~a! the full fitting basis is used for al
pairs. As discussed in Sec. II B this leads toO(N 3) scaling.
In case~b! the fit is performed for each LMO in the basis o

FIG. 2. CPU times~HP ZX6000, 900 MHz! of DF-LMP2 calculations for
glycine polypeptide chains (Gly)n as function of chain lengthn. Upper
panel: CPU times for integration, transformation, fit, and integral assem
in DF-LMP2 calculations@O(N) algorithm, see text#. The total times refer
to the generation of the transformed integralsKrs

i j . Lower panel: Compari-
son of total CPU times for DF-MP2, LMP2, and DF-LMP2 calculations. F
the DF-LMP2 timings for the full fitting basis@case~a!, O(N 3)] and for the
local orbital fitting basis are shown. In the latter case, timings with
Schwarz-screening@case~b!, O(N 2)] and with full screening@case~c!,
O(N)] are compared.
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orbital fit domains. This leads to linear scaling for the tran
formation, fitting and assembly steps, but since no Schw
screening has been used in the integration the scaling o
integration, and therefore of the overall cost, is quadra
Finally, in case~c! the screening has also been used in
integration, leading to overall linear scaling~apart from very
small nonlinear contributions, which arise, e.g., from t
generation of the PAOs and the calculation of the 2-ind
integrals, but have a negligible prefactor!. This latter case
corresponds to the upper panel of the figure. For the pre
case, the DF-LMP2 method~case c! is about 3 times faste
than the LMP2 without density fitting. As already pointe
out, these calculations represent the optimum case for
LMP2, and the savings by the DF-LMP2 will be much larg
in calculations for more compact systems, as already dem
strated for pregnanediol and indinavir. This is because
DF-LMP2 method is far less dependent on integral screen
than the LMP2 method. The savings will also increase w
increasing basis set.

Finally, Fig. 4 shows the timings~upper panel! and fit-
ting errors~lower panel! for (Gly)n using different approxi-
mations for the fitting basis. The results obtained with
orbital fitting basis are within a microhartree of the ones
the full fitting basis. If individual pair fitting bases are use
the errors appear smaller, but this is due to a fortuitous e
cancellation. In particular, forRd53 bohr the errors are ver
small, but they approach the one for the full fitting basis
Rd is increased. Note that in the figure the negative of
errors is shown, i.e., the DF-LMP2 values are lower than
LMP2 ones. This is opposite to what was found for mo
molecules, including indinavir and pregnanediol. The up
panel of the figure shows that the CPU times are appr
mately the same if orbital fit domains are used as for pai
domains with Rd53 bohr, while the calculations forRd

55 bohr are more expensive. Since the calculations with
bital fit domains are most accurate, this appears to be the
method, consistent with what was found above for indina

IV. LOCAL DENSITY FITTING IN HARTREE-FOCK

As pointed out in the previous section, DF-LMP2 calc
lations are much faster than the preceeding Hartree-Foc

FIG. 3. Average sizes of fitting domains for glycine polypeptide cha
(Gly)n ~see text!.
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view of this fact one of the most important problems to so
next is to reduce the HF time. Density fitting can be read
applied to the Coulomb part of the Fock matrix, but previo
attempts to fit also the exchange part lead to strictO(N 4)
scaling. Despite the fact that the prefactor is low and sign
cant time can be saved for medium size molecules,28 this is
not a solution for large molecules. However, the curre
work offers a way forward: If the orbitals are localized
each iteration, similar techniques as described in this w
for LMP2 can be applied to compute the exchange integ
Kmn

i i in HF, and low-order—asymptotically linear—scalin
should become possible. We have recently implemented s
a local DF-HF method and first results are presented in
following. The Coulomb and exchange contributions to t
Fock matrix are constructed from the half-transformed in
grals (m i uA) @cf. Eq. ~8!# as

Jmn5(
A

dA~Aumn!, ~11!

Kmn5(
i

(
AP[ i ] fit

~m i uA!dA
n i , ~12!

s

FIG. 4. Comparison of DF-LMP2 calculations for glycine polypeptid
chains (Gly)n for different fitting approximations. Upper panel: CPU time
~Pentium 4/2GHz! for generating the transformed integralsKrs

i j . Lower
panel: Fitting errors. The errors in the case with orbital fit domains
within a microhartree of those with the full fitting basis for all pairs.
 Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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TABLE VII. DF-HF energies as a function of the domain sizesa in the HF orbital optimization for indinavir.b

Ropt /Renerg Nfit
av EHF

c Errord CPU~tot!e CPU~fit!f

5/5 698 21962.987 417 10 599 70 13
5/10 1776 21962.996 701 1315 97 40
5/12 2269 21962.996 996 1020 117 60
5/14 2796 21962.997 103 913 134 77
5/full 4965 21962.997 182 834 250 184
full/full 4965 21962.997 184 832 250 184
5/exact 21962.998 014 2 594
exact 21962.998 016 0 594

aRopt bohr is the domain sizeRd ~see text! in the orbital optimization,Renerg the one for computing the fina
energy.full means the full fitting basis, andexactthe HF energy without fitting.Nfit

av is the average number o
fitting functions per orbital in the energy calculation.

bThe cc-pVTZ orbital basis has been used along with the corresponding JK-fitting basis of Weigend~Ref. 28!.
cLocal fitting for exchange only.
dError in microhartree relative to the exact calculation.
eCPU time for Fock-matrix evaluation in minutes on Athlon 22001.
fCPU time for transformation and fit in minutes on Athlon 22001. The difference of the last two columns is th
time for integral evaluation.
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where

dA
n i5 (

BP[ i ] fit

~n i uB!@1/Ji #AB , AP@ i #fit , ~13!

dA5(
n i

Cn idA
n i ~14!

and whereJi is a diagonal block ofJ involving only the
fitting functions in@ i #fit . Without local approximations, this
corresponds to the method recently described by Weigen28

and the exchange part scales asO(N 4). However, if local-
ized orbitals are used, the fitting basis for a given orbitai
can be restricted to an orbital fitting domain@ i #fit . In our
implementation, this domain includes all functions at ato
which have a Lo¨wdin chargeI N

i 5(mPN@S1/2C#m i
2 of at least

0.05, plus all functions at atoms within a rangeRd of any of
the primarily selected atoms. The size of these domain
asymptotically independent of the molecular size, and the
fore the scaling of Eqs.~12! and~13! is reduced fromO(N 4)
to O(N 3) and O(N 2), respectively. Furthermore, the inte
grals (m i uA) will decrease quickly with increasing distanc
betweenm and i . Asymptotically, the number of significan
integrals will therefore scale linearly with molecular siz
and if this is taken into account linear scaling can
achieved for the exchange part. The construction of the C
lomb matrix @Eq. ~11!# scales quadratically. The prefacto
depends sensitively on the size of the fitting domains. As w
be demonstrated below, sufficiently accurate orbitals are
tained if a domain extensionRd55 bohr is used in the HF
iterations. In order to compute an accurate energy, la
domains are needed, typical values ofRd are 10–12 bohr.
The Coulomb energy is more sensitive to the domain s
than the exchange energy, and therefore the Coulomb
can optionally be computed in the usual way without lo
approximations. A detailed investigation of the acuracy a
efficiency of this method will be presented in a forthcomi
paper.52

Some preliminary results obtained with the new loc
DF-HF method are presented in Table VII for the indina
molecule. The table demonstrate the dependence of the
 150.203.35.130. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract.
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energy on the fitting domain size. Local approximations
applied only to the exchange part~local approximations in
the construction of the Coulomb matrix work equally we
for the orbital optimization, but lead to larger errors in th
energies52!. The orbitals were optimized using relative
small fitting domains, i.e.,Rd55 bohr, and the final energy
was then evaluated using larger domains. Since the~nega-
tive! exchange energies are underestimated with small
mains, the total HF energies are too high in all cases
converge from above to the energy obtained with the
fitting basis. Despite quite large errors in the HF energ
obtained withRd55 bohr, the orbitals optimized with this
small fitting basis yield accurate energies with larger fitti
bases. The table shows that the energies computed with t
orbitals and the full fitting basis agree within 2 microhartr
with the ones obtained in a HF calculation with the full fi
ting basis. Using domain extensionsRd of 10–12 bohr, the
errors become significantly smaller than the errors cause
the nonlocal fitting itself.

The local approximations lead to significant savings. T
construction of the Fock matrix for indinavir with the cc
pVTZ basis set andRd55 bohr takes about 70 minutes on a
Athlon 22001 ~1.8 GHz! machine. Of this time, 57 minute
are spent in the integral evaluation, and only 13 minutes
needed for the linear algebra@Eqs. ~8!, ~12!, and~13!#. The
localization takes neglible time. Timings for larger fittin
domains are also shown in Table VII. The nonlocal calcu
tion of the Fock matrix with the full fitting basis takes 25
minutes. Of this time, 184 minutes are spent in the lin
algebra, a factor of 14 more than in the local case. The e
integral-direct evaluation of the Fock matrix without dens
fitting takes between 594 minutes with the full density in t
first iteration and 205 minutes with the difference density
the last iteration~using theSEWARD program of R. Lindh
et al.53 and a screening threshold of 10211). The average
time per iteration is about 2/3 of the initial time.

The DF-HF method can be applied to quite large m
ecules and basis sets. For instance, the local Fock m
construction for indinavir with the full cc-pVQZ basis~3885
basis functions! takes 346 minutes, and for (Gly)20 with cc-
 Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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pVTZ basis ~3298 basis functions! 131 minutes (Rd

55 bohr). For comparison, in the latter case the exact
culation of the Fock matrix takes 674 minutes. In our pres
DF-HF implementation 80–90% the CPU-time is spent
the evaluation of the 3-index integrals. We believe that
current integral code is far from being optimal, and tha
will probably be possible to reduce the integral times at le
by a factor of 2–3. This means that the local density fitti
HF has the potential to become an order of magnitude fa
than the conventional direct HF. The savings increase w
increasing basis set size. Further reduction of the HF t
can be achieved by using smaller basis sets in the HF ca
lation than in the subsequent correlation treatment, as
proposed by Jurgens-Lutovsky and Almlo¨f.54 For instance,
omitting in the cc-pVQZ basis set the highest angular m
mentum functions~both in the orbital and the fitting base!
reduces the time for the Fock matrix evaluation to from 3
to 182 minutes. We found that such approximations h
only a negligible effect on the LMP2 total energies,52 pro-
vided single excitations are taken into account in the LMP

V. CONCLUSIONS

Density fitting approximations have been applied to
local MP2 method. Using the well known local approxim
tions for the wave functions, and in addition different loc
fit domains for each orbital or orbital pair, linear scaling c
be achieved. For large molecules, the fitting approximat
reduces the CPU time by one order of magnitude or mo
The largest calculation presented in this paper included 2
basis functions and 5055 fitting functions, and took only
hours of CPU-time on a modern workstation~the times on a
low-cost PC are approximately the same!. This is only a very
small fraction of the time needed for the preceding HF c
culation~about 4% with our program!, and thus a DF-LMP2
calculation can be considered as a short post-proces
This problem can be reduced by applying local density fitt
also in the Fock matrix construction of the HF calculatio
First results obtained with local density fitting in HF ha
been presented which show that the HF timings can be
duced by one order of magnitude. Full details of this meth
will be presented in a separate publication.52

Density fitting also strongly reduces the time to comp
LMP2 gradients. A preliminary implementation has alrea
been completed and will be described in a forthcom
publication.55 Furthermore, the transformation of th
2-electron integrals into the LMO/PAO basis is even mor
bottleneck in local coupled cluster methods as LCCSD7–9 or
LCCSD~T!.10–12 It appears readily possible to apply simil
methods as described in the present work to all types
integrals, and first attempts in this direction56 are very prom-
ising: the savings achieved by density fitting for integr
over four PAOs, as needed in all local correlation treatme
beyond LMP2, are even larger than for LMP2. The imp
mentation of a LCCSD~T! program in which all transformed
integrals are generated by density fitting techniques is
progress.

As demonstrated by the test calculations in this pap
the evaluation of the 3-index integrals is the most expens
Downloaded 10 Apr 2013 to 150.203.35.130. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract.
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step in DF-HF and DF-LMP2 calculations. In our curre
implementation the integrals are evaluated once in the
LMP2 case and twice in the DF-HF per iteration. The h
transformed integrals are stored on disk. Even though
number of significant integrals scales linearly, the disk st
age and the I/O could become a bottleneck in calculations
large molecules with very accurate basis sets. Alternativ
one could recompute the integrals for batches of transform
integrals, and avoid the storage of the half transformed in
grals. However, this would quite strongly increase the C
time and deteriorate the scaling with molecular size. A re
edy to this problem might be the use of Poisson fitting bas
an idea first discussed by Mintmire and Dunlap,57 and re-
cently turned into a practical approach by two of us.58,59 In
this case, most of the necessary 3-index 2-electron integ
reduce to simple 1-electron overlap integrals, which
much faster to evaluate than the 2-electron integrals. Furt
more, their number scales linearly with molecular size, wi
out any local approximations. The application of such fitti
basis sets to DF-HF and DF-LMP2 will be described in
forthcoming publication.60
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